Where am I?

Beginner

Difficulty matching map and terrain

Plan?  Picture?  Direction?

Plan
Hand Rail
Junctions

Try again

Control
See from Hand Rail

Sometimes it works...!

Yellow and White courses
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Basic navigation

Where have I been?

What do I do now?

How far have I gone, do I need to go back?

Plan ✔ Picture ✔ Direction ✔

A basic plan - Attack Point Route

Some Picture

Accurate direction but slow
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Intermediate

Green Courses and above

Where am I going?

A robust picture of the route

Check point, notable feature

Attack Point

What does the control look like?

Plan ✔️ Picture ✔️ Direction ✔️

Attack point - route Notable features Reliable direction One leg at a time
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Advanced

Where am I going next?

Zoom out and IN

Plan

Where will I be in 200m?

Picture

Aware of place in terrain

Check point - open depression

What does the Control site look like?

Planning ahead to next control

Direction

What is the exit direction?

Repeat

Always updating Plan ahead

Your Picture is always in front of you

Picture yourself in terrain
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